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Abstract
We give the first polynomial-time approximation schemes (PTASs) for the following prob-
lems: (1) uniform facility location in edge-weighted planar graphs; (2) k-median and k-means
in edge-weighted planar graphs; (3) k-means in Euclidean space of bounded dimension. Our
first and second results extend to minor-closed families of graphs. All our results extend to
cost functions that are the p-th power of the shortest-path distance. The algorithm is local
search where the local neighborhood of a solution S consists of all solutions obtained from S by
removing and adding 1{εOp1q centers.
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1 Introduction
In this paper, we address three fundamental problems, facility location, k-median and k-means
clustering, in two settings, graphs and Euclidean spaces. The problem of approximating k-means
clustering in low-dimensional Euclidean space has been studied since at least 1994 [34]; since then,
many researchers have given approximation schemes that are polynomial for fixed k but exponential
in k. Very recently, building on [22], a bicriteria polynomial-time approximation scheme has been
given [15] for k-means: it finds p1 ` qk centers whose cost is at most 1 `  times the cost of an
optimal k-means solution. As the authors of that paper point out, it remained an open question
whether there is a true polynomial-time approximation scheme for k-means in the plane (where k is
considered part of the input); the best polynomial-time approximation bound known was 9` . In
this paper, we resolve this open question by giving the first polynomial-time approximation scheme
for arbitrary (i.e. nonconstant) k in low-dimensional Euclidean space.
Our analysis of the k-means approximation scheme shows that it can also be applied to graphs
belonging to a fixed nontrivial minor-closed family.1
For example, for any fixed integer g, graphs embeddable on a surface of genus g form such a
family. In particular, planar graphs forms such a family. Thus we also obtain the first polynomial-
time approximation scheme for k-means in planar graphs.
The problems of (uncapacitated) metric facility location and k-median in graphs has similarly
been studied for many years. The first polynomial-time approximation algorithm, with a loga-
rithmic performance guarantee, was given by Hochbaum in 1982 [33]. The first polynomial-time
approximation algorithm to achieve a constant approximation ratio was given by Shmoys et al. [46]
in 1997. It was later improved by Jain and Vazirani [36] and by Arya et al. [7]. The current best
approximation algorithm for metric (uncapacitated) facility location, due to Li, has approximation
ratio 1.488 [43]. Guha and Khuller [27] proved that there exists no polynomial-time approxi-
mation algorithm with approximation ratio of 1.463 for metric facility location problem unless
NP Ď DTIMErnOplog lognqs. The current best approximation ratio for the k-median problem is
1`?3 by Li and Svensson [44].
In order to obtain a substantially better approximation ratio, therefore, one must restrict atten-
tion to special metrics. Because facility location problems often arise on the surface of the earth, it
is natural to consider the metrics induced by planar graphs. Researchers have been trying to find a
polynomial-time approximation scheme for the planar restriction for many years. An unpublished
manuscript [2] by Ageev dating back at least to 2001 addressed the planar case via a straightforward
application of Baker’s method [12], giving an algorithm whose performance on an instance depends
on how much of the cost of the optimal solution is facility-opening cost. Despite the title of the
manuscript, the algorithm is not an approximation scheme for instances with arbitrary weights.
Since then there have been no results on the problem despite efforts by several researchers in the
area.
In this paper, we give the first polynomial-time approximation scheme for (uncapacitated uni-
form) facility location and k-median where the metric is that induced by a planar graph or, more
generally a graph belonging to a fixed nontrivial minor-closed family.
1Contracting an edge of a graph means identifying its endpoints and then removing it. A graph H is a minor
of graph G if H can be obtained from H by edge deletions and edge contractions. The family of planar graphs, for
example, is closed under taking minors, as is the family of graphs embeddable on a surface of genus g, for any fixed
integer g ą 0. We say a minor-closed family is nontrivial if it omits at least one graph.
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1.1 Results
We describe a simple and natural, and previously studied local-search algorithm for clustering
problems, parameterized by the desired cluster size k, the objective function costp¨q, and a parameter
s governing the local-search neighborhood.
Algorithm 1 Local Search for finding k clusters
1: Input: A metric space and associated cost function costp¨q, an n-element set C of points, error
parameter ε ą 0, positive integer parameters k and s
2: S Ð Arbitrary size-k set of points
3: while D S1 s.t. |S1| ď k and |S ´ S1| ` |S1 ´ S| ď s and cost(S1) ď p1´ ε{nqcostpSq
4: do
5: S Ð S1
6: end while
7: Output: S
We consider two kinds of metric spaces. For any fixed positive integer d, we consider Rd
equipped with Euclidean distance. For any undirected edge-weighted graph G, we consider the
metric completion of G, i.e. the metric space whose points are the vertices of G and where the
distance between u and v is defined to be the length of the shortest u-to-v path in G with respect
to the given edge-weights.
Theorem 1.1 (Euclidean Spaces). For any fixed integers p, d ą 0, there is a constant c such that,
for any 0 ă ε ă 1{2, applying Algorithm 1 to the d-dimensional Euclidean space with cost function
costpSq “
ÿ
cPC
pmin
uPS distpc, uqq
p
and s “ 1{εc yields a solution S whose cost is at most 1` ε times the minimum.
When p “ 2, the objective function is the k-means objective function. When p “ 1, the objective
function is that of k-median.
When the metric space is Rd, it is not trivial to implement an iteration of Algorithm 1. However,
as observed in [15] (see [34]), there is a method using an arrangement of algebraic surfaces to execute
an iteration in nOpdsq time. The number of iterations is Opn{εq (see [7, 22]). The running time is
therefore polynomial for fixed p, d, ε. We obtain the following.
Corollary 1. For any integer d ą 0, there is a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the
k-means problem in d-dimensional Euclidean spaces.
Algorithm 1 can also be applied to the metric completion of a graph.
Theorem 1.2 (Graphs). Let K be a nontrivial minor-closed family of edge-weighted graphs. For
any fixed integer p ą 0, there is a constant c with the following property. For any 0 ă ε ă 1{2, for
any G P K, Algorithm 1 applied to the metric completion of G with cost function
costpSq “
ÿ
cPC
pmin
uPS distpc, uqq
p
and with s “ 1{εc yields a solution S whose cost is at most 1` ε times the minimum.
It is straightforward to implement Algorithm 1 applied to the metric completion of a graph. As
before, the number of iterations is Opn{εq where n is the number of clients. We therefore obtain:
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Corollary 2. There is a polynomial-time approximation scheme for k-means and for k-median in
planar graphs and in bounded-genus graphs.
More generally, for any nontrivial minor-closed family of edge-weighted graphs, there is a
polynomial-time approximation schemes for k-means and for k-median for graphs in that family.
The local-search algorithm is easily adapted to the case where we do not specify the number of
clusters but instead specify a per-cluster cost. This case includes a variant of the facility location
problem.
Definition 1.1 (Uncapacitated Uniform Facility Location). The Uncapacitated Uniform Facility
Location problem is as follows: given a finite metric space, a subset C of points, and a facility
opening cost f , find a subset S of points that minimizes costpSq “ f |S| `řcPC minuPS distpc, uq.
To address this problem, we use a simple modification of the local-search algorithm given earlier.
Algorithm 2 Local Search for Uniform Facility Location
1: Input: A metric space and associated cost function costp¨q, an n-element set C of points, error
parameter ε ą 0, facility opening cost f ą 0, positive integer parameter s
2: S Ð Arbitrary subset of F .
3: while D S1 s.t. |S ´ S1| ` |S1 ´ S| ď s and cost(S1) ď p1´ ε{nq cost(S)
4: do
5: S Ð S1
6: end while
7: Output: S
Theorem 1.3. Fix a nontrivial minor-closed family K of graphs. There is a constant c such that,
when Algorithm 2 is applied to the metric completion of a graph in K with
costpSq “ |S|f `
ÿ
cPC
pmin
uPS distpc, uqq
p
and s “ 1{εc, the output has cost at most 1` ε times the minimum.
In fact, for p “ 1, setting s “ c{ε2 suffices to achieve a 1 ` ε approximation. The theorem
implies the following:
Corollary 3. Fix a nontrivial minor-closed family K of edge-weighted graphs. There is a polynomial-
time approximation scheme for uniform uncapacitated facility location in graphs of K.
1.2 Related work
In arbitrary metric spaces, it is NP-hard to approximate the k-median and k-means problems within
a factor of 1` 2{e and 1` 3{e respectively, see Guha and Khuller [27] and Jain et al. [35]. In the
case of Euclidean space, Guruswami and Indyk [29] showed that there is no PTAS for k-median if
both k and d are part of the input. More recently, Awasthi et al. [9] showed APX-Hardness for
k-means if both k and d are part of the input.
In Euclidean spaces, p1` εq-approximation algorithms for k-median have been proposed when
k or d is fixed. For example, when k is fixed, there exists different PTAS (See [11, 41, 42, 24, 31]
and [23] for the best known so far). When d is fixed, Arora et al. gave the first PTAS [4] for the
k-median problem. This result was subsequently improved to an efficient PTAS by Kolliopoulos et
al. [38] and Har-Peled et al. [30, 31].
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For the k-means problem, Kanungo et al. [37] showed that local search achieves a 9 ` ε-
approximation in general metrics and this remains the best known approximation guarantee so
far even for fixed d. There are also a variety of results for k-means and k-median when the in-
put has some stability conditions (see for example [10, 8, 14, 13, 18, 40, 45]) or in the context of
smoothed analysis (see for example [6, 5]).
Local Search for metric k-median was first analyzed by Korupolu et al [39]. They gave a
bicriteria approximation using k ¨ p1 ` εq centers an achieving a cost of at most 3 ` 5{ε times the
cost of the optimum k-clustering. This was later improved to k ¨ p1` εq centers an achieving a cost
of at most 2 ` 2{ε times the cost of the optimum k-clustering by Charikar an Guha [21]. Arya et
al. [7] gave the first analysis showing that Local Search with a neighborhood of size 1{ε gives a 3`2ε
approximation to k-median. Moreover, they show that this bound is tight. As mentioned earlier,
Kanungo et al. [37] showed that local search is a 9`ε-approximation for k-means in general metrics.
Local search is a very popular algorithm for clustering and has been widely used : see [19] in the
context of parallel algorithms, [28] in the streaming model and [16] for distributed computing.
See [1] for a general introduction to theory and practice of local search.
Note added: After we had written up our results and while we were editing the submission, we
noticed a recent ArXiv paper [26] that has similar results for doubling metrics.
2 Techniques
2.1 r-divisions in minors
One key ingredient in our analyses is the existence of a certain kind of decomposition of the input
called a weak r-division. The concept (in a stronger form) is due to Frederickson [25] in the context
of planar graphs. It is straightforward to extend it to any family of graphs with balanced separators
of size sublinear-polynomial. We also define a weak r-division for points in a Euclidean space, and
show that such a decomposition always exists. These definitions and results are in Sections 3.1
and 3.2. Note that r-divisions play no role in our algorithm; only the analysis uses them.
Chan and Har-Peled [20] showed that local search can be used to obtain a PTAS for (un-
weighted) maximum independent pseudo-disks in the plane, which implies the analogous result for
planar graphs. More generally, Har-Peled and Quanrud [32] show that local search can be used
to obtain PTASs for several problems including independent set, set cover, and dominating set, in
graphs with polynomial expansion. These graphs have small separators and therefore r-divisions.
However, our analysis of local search for clustering requires not only that the input graph have an
r-division but that a minor of the input graph have an r-division. This is not true of graphs of
polynomial expansion. Indeed, we show in Section 2.3 that there are low-density graphs in low-
dimensional space (which are therefore polynomial-expansion graphs) for which our local-search
algorithm produces a solution that is worse than the optimum by at least a constant factor.
Thus one of our technical contributions is showing how to take advantage of a property possessed
by nontrivial minor-closed graph families that is not possessed by polynomial-expansion graph
families.
2.2 Isolation
In order to obtain our approximation schemes for k-means and k-median clustering, we need another
technique. As mentioned earlier, a bicriteria approximation scheme for k-means was already known;
the solution it returns has more than k centers. It seems hard to avoid an increase in the number
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of centers in comparing a locally optimal solution to a globally optimal solution. It would help if
we could show that the globally optimal solution could be modified so as to reduce the number of
centers below k while only slightly increasing the cost; we could then compare the local solution to
this modified global solution, and the increase in the number of centers would leave the number no
more than k.
Unfortunately, we cannot unconditionally reduce the number of centers. However, consider a
globally optimal solution G and a locally optimal solution L. A facility f in G might correspond to
a facility ` in L in the sense that they serve almost exactly the same set of clients. In this case, we
say the pair pf, `q is 1-1 isolated (the formal definition is below). Such centers do not contribute
much to the increase in cost in going from global solution to local solution, so let’s ignore them.
Among the remaining centers of G, there are a substantial number that can be removed without
the cost increasing much. The analysis of the local solution then proceeds as discussed above.
We now give the formal definition of 1-1 isolated.
Definition 2.1. Let ε ă 1{2 be a positive constant and L and G be two solutions for the k-clustering
problem with parameter p. Given a facility f0 P G and a facility ` P L, we say that the pair pf, `q
is 1-1-isolated if most of the clients served by ` in L are served by f in G, and most of the clients
served by f in G are served by ` in L : in other words,
|VLp`q X VGpfq| ě
" p1´ εq|VLp`q|
p1´ εq|VGpfq|
Theorem 2.2. Let ε ă 1{2 be a positive constant and L and G be two solutions for the k-clustering
problem with exponent p. Let k¯ denote the number of facilities f of G that are not in a 1-1 isolated
region. There exists a set S0 of facilities of G of size at least ε3k¯{6 that can be removed from G at
low cost: costpG ´ S0q ď p1` 23p`1εqcostpGq ` 23p`1εcostpLq.
Note that the following theorem does not assume that L is a local optimum and G is an optimal
solution. Thus we believe that this theorem can be of broader interest. We now define the concept
of isolated regions; 1-1-isolated regions correspond to the special case of isolated regions when L0
consists of a single facility.
Definition 2.1 (Isolated Region). Given a facility f0 P G and a set of facilities L0 Ď L, we say
that the pair pf0,L0q is an isolated region if
• For each facility f 1 P L0, most of the clients served by f 1 in L are served by f0 in G: in other
words, |VLpf 1q X VGpf0q| ě p1´ εq|VLpf 1q|, and
• Most of the clients served by f0 in G are served by facilities of L0 in L: in other words,
|VLpL0q X VGpf0q| ě p1´ εq|VGpf0q|;
Finally, if pf0,L0q is an isolated region, we say that f0 and the elements of L0 are isolated.
2.3 Tightness of the results
Proposition 2.3. For any w, t, there exists an infinite family of graphs excluding Kw as a t-
shallow minor such that for any constant ε, local search with neighborhoods of size 1{ε might return
a solution of cost at least 3OPT.
See Figure 1 and [7] for a complete proof that local search performs badly on the instance
depicted in the figure.
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}
Figure 1: This instance contains the complete bipartite graph K3,3 as a 1-shallow minor (and so is
not planar) but no non-trivial 0-shallow minor. Clients are denoted by circle and candidate centers
by squares. There exists a local (for neighborhoods of size 3) optimum whose cost is at least 3OPT.
This example can be generalized to handle locality for neighborhoods of size 1{ε for any constant
ε ą 0. This is based on an example of [7] and can be extended to form a i-shallow minor graph for
any i “ opnq.
Proposition 2.4. For any ρ, there exists an infinite family of graphs that are low-density graphs
such that for any constant ε, local search with neighborhoods of size 1{ε might return a solution of
cost at least 3OPT.
The proposition follows from encoding the graph of Figure 1 as an low-density graph.
We additionally remark that Awasthi et al. [9] show that the k-means problem is APX-Hard for
any non-constant dimension d. Moreover, Kanungo et al. [37] give an example where local search
returns a solution of cost at least 9OPT.
3 Preliminaries
We will use the following technical lemma in order to give a general proof that encompasses both
the cases of k-median and k-means. Throughout the paper we assume p constant and define ε1 to
be a positive constant.
Lemma 3.1. Let p ě 0 and 0 ă ε1 ă 1{2. For any a, b, c P AY F , we have
distpa, bqp ď
#
p1` ε1qppdistpa, cqp ` distpc, bqp{εp1q
2ppdistpa, cqp ` distpc, bqpq.
Proof. By the triangular inequality,
distpa, bqp “ pdistpa, cq ` distpc, bqqp ď
#
p1` ε1qpdistpa, cqp If distpc, bq ď ε1distpa, cq.
p1` ε1qpdistpc, bqp{εp1 Otherwise.
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Moreover, by the binomial theorem, distpa, bqp “ pdistpa, cq`distpc, bqqp ď 2ppcostpa, cqp`costpc, bqpq.
3.1 Graph r-division and other definitions
For a graph G, we use V pGq and EpGq to denote the set of vertices of G and the set of edges of
G, respectively. For a subgraph H of G, the vertex boundary of H in G, denoted BGpHq, is the set
of vertices v such that v is in H but has an incident edge that is not in H. (We might write BpHq
if G is unambiguous.) A vertex in the vertex boundary of H is called a boundary vertex of H. A
vertex of H that is not a boundary vertex of H is called an internal vertex. We denote the set of
internal vertices of H as IpHq.
Definition 3.2. Let c1 and c2 be constants (depending on G). For a number r, a weak r-division
of a graph G (with respect to c1, c2) is a collection R of subgraphs of G, called regions, with the
following properties.
1. Each edge of G is in exactly one region.
2. The number of regions is at most c1|V pGq|{r.
3. Each region contains at most r vertices.
4. The number of boundary vertices, summed over all regions, is at most c2|V pGq|{r1{2.
A family of graphs F is said to be closed under taking minor (minor-closed) if for any graph
G P F , for any minor H of G, we have H P F .
Theorem 3.3 (Frederickson [25] + Alon, Seymour, and Thomas [3]). Let K be a nontrivial minor-
closed family of graphs. There exist c1, c2 such that every graph in K has a weak r-division with
respect to c1, c2.
Proof. Alon, Seymour, and Thomas [3] proved a separator theorem for the family of graphs exclud-
ing a fixed graph as a minor. Any nontrivial minor-closed family excludes some graph as a minor
(else it is trivial). Frederickson [25] gave a construction for a stronger kind of r-division of a planar
graph. The construction uses nothing of planar graphs except that they have such separators.
Let G be an undirected graph with edge-lengths. Fix an arbitrary priority ordering of the vertex
set V pGq. For every subset S of V pGq, we define the Voronoi partition with respect to S. For each
vertex v P S, the Voronoi cell with center v, denoted VSpvq, is the set of vertices that are closer to
v than to any other vertex in S, breaking ties in favor of the highest-priority vertex of S.
Fact 1. For any S, for any vertex v P S, the induced subgraph GrVSpvqs is a connected subgraph
of G.
Proof. Let u P VSpvq, and let p denote a v-to-u shortest path. Let w be a vertex on P . Assume
for a contradiction that, for some vertex v1 P S, either the v1-to-w shortest path p1 is shorter than
the shortest v-to-w path, or it is no longer and v1 has higher priority than v. Replacing the v-to-w
subpath of p with p1 yields a v-to-u path that either is shorter than p or is no longer than p and
originates at a higher-priority vertex than v.
It follows that, for any vertex v of G, contracting the edges of the subgraph GrVSpvqs yields a
single vertex.
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Definition 3.4. We define GVorpSq as the graph obtained from G by contracting every edge of
GrVSpvqs for every vertex v P S. For each vertex v P S, we denote by vˆ the vertex of GVorpSq
resulting from contracting every edge of GrVSpvqs.
If G belongs to a minor-closed family K then so does GVorpSq.
3.2 Euclidean space r-division
We define analogous notions for the case of Euclidean spaces of fixed dimension d. Consider a set of
points C in Rd. For a set Z of points in Rd and a bipartition C1YC2 of C, we say that Z separates
C1 and C2 if, in the Voronoi diagram of C Y Z, the boundaries of cells of points in C1 are disjoint
from the boundaries of cells of points in C2.
Definition 3.5. Let c1 and c2 be constants. Let C be a set of points in Rd. For an integer r ą 1,
a weak r-division of C (with respect to c1, c2) is a set of boundary points Z Ă Rd together with a
collection of subsets R of C Y Z called regions, with the following properties.
1. R´ Z is a partition of C.
2. The number of regions is at most c1|C|{r.
3. Each region contains at most r points of C Y Z.
4.
ř
RPR |RX Z| ď c2|C|{r1{d.
Moreover, for any region Ri, Ri X Z is a Voronoi separator for Ri ´ Z and pC Y Zq ´Ri.
The following theorem is from [17, Theorem 3.7].
Theorem 3.6. [17, Theorem 3.7] Let P be a set of n points in Rd. One can compute, in expected
linear time, a sphere S, and a set Z Ď S, such that
• |Z| ď cn1´1{d,
• There are most σn points of P in the sphere S and at most σn points of P not in S, and
• Z is a Voronoi separator of the points of P inside S from the points of P outside S.
Here c and σ ă 1 are constants that depends only on the dimension d.
From that theorem we can easily derive the following (see Section 8.1 for the proof):
Theorem 3.7. Let r be a positive integer and d be fixed. Then there exist c1, c2 such that every
set of points C Ă Rd has a weak r-division with respect to c1, c2.
3.3 Properties of the r-Divisions
We present the properties of the r-divisions that we will be using for the analysis of the solution
output by the local search algorithm.
Lemma 3.8. Let G “ pV,Eq be a graph excluding a fixed minor H and F Ď V . Let Hi be a region
of the r-division of GVorpFq. Suppose c and v are vertices of G such that one of the vertices in tcˆ, vˆu
is a vertex of Hi and the other is not an internal vertex of Hi. Then there exists a vertex x P F
such that xˆ is a boundary vertex of the region Hi and distpc, xq ď distpc, vq.
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Proof. Let p be a shortest c-to-v path in G. By the conditions on cˆ and vˆ, there is some vertex
w of p such that wˆ is a boundary vertex of Hi. Let x be the center of the Voronoi cell whose
contraction yields wˆ. By definition of Voronoi cell, distpw, xq ď distpw, vq. Therefore replacing the
w-to-v subpath of p with the shortest w-to-x path yields a path no longer than p.
We obtain the analogous lemma for the Euclidean case, whose proof follows directly from the
definition of r-division (i.e.: the fact that Z is a Voronoi separator).
Lemma 3.9. Let C be a set of points in Rd and Z be an r-division of C. For any two different
regions R1, R2, for any points c P R1, v P R2 there exists a boundary vertex x P Z X R1 such that
distpc, xq ď distpc, vq.
4 Facility Location in minor-closed graphs: Proof of Theorem 1.3
As a warm-up, we analyze Local Search for Uniform Facility Location (Algorithm 2) applied to
the metric completion of an edge-weighted graph G belonging to a nontrivial minor-closed family
K. The proof of the k-median and k-means results (for both Euclidean and minor-closed metrics),
involve the use of Theorem 2.2 and a more complex analysis.
Throughout this section we consider a solution L output by Algorithm 2 (the “local” solution)
and a globally optimal solution G of value OPT. Let F “ L Y G. Let r “ 1{ε2. Consider the
graph GVorpFq defined in Definition 3.4, and recall that each vertex of G maps to a vertex vˆ in the
contracted graph GVorpFq.
Since G belongs to K and GVorpFq is obtained from G by contraction, it too belongs to K and
hence it has an r-division. Let H1, . . . Hκ be the regions of this r-division. For i “ 1, . . . , κ, define
Vi and Bi as follows:
Vi “ tv P F : vˆ is a vertex of Hiu
Bi “ tv P F : vˆ is a boundary vertex of Hiu
That is, Vi is the set of vertices in the union of the local solution and the global solution that map
via contraction to vertices of the region Hi, and Bi is the set of vertices in the union that map to
boundary vertices of Hi.
Let G1 “ G YŤκi“1Bi.
Fix a region Hi of the r-division of GVorpFq. We define Li “ L X Vi and G1i “ G1 X Vi. We
consider the mixed solution Mi defined as follows:
Mi “ pL´ Liq Y G1i.
Lemma 4.1. |Mi ´ L| ` |L´Mi| ď 1{ε2.
Proof. To obtain Mi from L, one can remove the vertices in L X Vi that are not in G1, and add
the vertices in G1 X Vi that are not in L. Thus the size of the symmetric difference is at most
|pL Y G1q X Vi|. Since the vertices of L Y G1 are centers of Voronoi cells, these vertices all map to
different vertices in the contracted graph GVorpFq. Therefore |pLY G1q X Vi| is at most the number
of vertices in region Hi, which is at most r “ 1{ε2.
Lemma 4.2. Let c be a vertex of G and Hi a region. Then:
mic ´ lc ď
#
gc ´ `c if cˆ is an internal vertex of Hi
0 otherwise.
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Figure 2: The diagram shows a region of the weak r-division. The blobs represent vertices of the
region. Each blob is obtained by coalescing a set of vertices of the input graph. These vertices are
indicated by circles. The unfilled circled represent the centers of the Voronoi cells.
Proof. First suppose cˆ is an internal vertex of Hi, and let v be the facility in Mi closest to c. If v
is in Vi then it is in Gi, so mic “ g1i. Suppose v is not in Vi. Then by Lemma 3.8 there is a vertex
x P F such that xˆ is a boundary vertex of Hi and distpc, xq ď distpc, vq. As before, x is in G1i so
mic ď g1c. Since g1c ď gc, this proves the claimed upper bound.
Now, suppose cˆ is not an internal vertex of Hi and let v be the facility in L closest to c. If v is
not in Vi then it is in the mixed solution Mi, so mic “ `c. Suppose v is in Vi. Then by Lemma 3.8
there is a vertex x P F such that xˆ is a boundary vertex of Hi and distpc, xq ď distpc, vq. Since x is
in F and xˆ is a boundary vertex of Hi, we know x is in G1 X Vi, which is G1i. Therefore x is in Mi.
Since distpc, xq ď distpc, vq, we obtain mic ď `c, which proves the claimed upper bound.
Lemma 4.3.
κÿ
i“1
|G1i| ď |G| ` c2εp|G| ` |L|q
Proof. Let v be a vertex of G1. For i “ 1, . . . , κ, if vˆ is an internal vertex of the region Hi then
v contributes only one towards the left-hand side. If vˆ is a boundary vertex of Hi then v P Bi.
Therefore
κÿ
i“1
|G1 X Vi| ď |G| `
κÿ
i“1
|Bi|.
To finish the proof, we bound the sum in the right-hand side. Each vertex in F is the center of
one Voronoi cell, so GVorpFq has |F | vertices. For each region Hi, there is one vertex in Bi that
corresponds to each boundary vertex of Hi, so
řκ
i“1 |Bi| is the sum over all regions of the number of
boundary vertices of that region, which, by Property 4 of r-divisions, is at most c2|F |{r1{2, which,
by choice of r, is at most c2ε|F |, which in turn is at most c2εp|G| ` |L|q.
Proof. (Proof of Theorem 1.3) Lemma 4.1 and the stopping condition of Algorithm 2 imply the
following:
´ 1
n
costpLq ď costpMiq ´ costpLq. (1)
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We now decompose the right-hand side. For a client c, we denote by `c, g
1
c and m
i
c the distance
from the client c to the closest facilities in L, G1 and Mi respectively. This gives
costpMiq ´ costpLq “ p|G1i| ´ |Li|q ¨ f `
ÿ
c
pmic ´ `cq. (2)
Using Lemma 4.2 and summing over c shows thatÿ
c
pmic ´ `cq ď
ÿ
c:cˆPIpHiq
pgc ´ `cq. (3)
Combining Inequalities (1), (2) and (3), we obtain
´ 1
n
costpLq ď p|G1i| ´ |Li|q ¨ f `
ÿ
c:cˆPIpHiq
pg1c ´ `cq (4)
We next sum this inequality over all κ regions of the weak r-division and use Lemma 4.3.
´κ
n
costpLq ď
˜
κÿ
i“1
|G1i| ´
κÿ
i“1
|Li|
¸
¨ f `
κÿ
i“1
ÿ
c:cˆPIpHiq
pgc ´ `cq
ď p|G| ` pc2εp|G| ` |L|q ´ |L|q ¨ f `
ÿ
c
pgc ´ `cq
“ pp1` c2εq|G| ´ p1´ c2εq|L|q ¨ f `
ÿ
c
pgc ´ `cq
ď p1` c2εqcostpGq ´ p1´ c2εqcostpLq
Since κ ď c1|F |{r ď c1ε2n, we obtain
´c1ε2costpLq ď p1` c2εqcostpGq ´ p1´ c2εqcostpLq
so
costpLq ď p1´ c2ε´ c1ε2q´1p1` c2εqcostpGq
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
5 Clusters in minor-closed graphs: Proof of Theorem 1.2
We prove Theorem 1.2. The proof is similar for graphs and for points lying in Rd. It builds on the
notions of isolation and 1-1 isolation introduced in Section 2.2.
We consider a solution L output by Algorithm 1 and an optimal solution G. Let F¯ be the set
of facilities of L and G that are not in a 1-1 isolated region and let k¯ “ |F¯ |.
We apply Theorem 2.2 to G and L in order to find a set S0 Ă G such that costpG ´ S0q ď
p1 ` 23p`1εqcostpGq ` 23p`1ε costpLq and |S0| ě ε3k¯{6. Let G1 “ G ´ S0. We define a subgraph
G1 “ pV 1, E1q of G as follows: For each isolated region pL0, f0q, for each client c P VLpL0q X VGpf0q,
designate c as a good client, and include in E1 the edges of a c-to-L0 shortest path and a c-to-f0
shortest path. For every nonisolated facility ` P L and every nonisolated facility f P G, for every
client c P VLp`q X VGpfq, also designate c as a good client, and include in E1 the edges of a c-to-`
shortest path and a c-to-f0 shortest path. Let C1 be the set of clients designated as good. The
remaining clients are considered bad.
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Let F “ G1 Y L. Let R1, R2, . . . be an r-division of G1VorpFq where r “ 1{ε7. Define G˚ “
G1 Y tboundary vertices of the r-divisionu.
The vertex sets of regions are of course not disjoint—a boundary vertex is in multiple regions—
but it is convenient to represent them by disjoint sets. We therefore define a ground set Ω “
tpv,Rq : v a vertex of G1VorpFq, R a region containing vu, and, for each region R, we define pR “
tpv,Rq : v a vertex of Ru. Now xR1,xR2, . . . form a partition of Ω. To allow us to go from an element
of Ω back to a vertex, if x “ pv,Rq we define qx “ v. Finally, define pG “ tpv,Rq P Ω : v P G˚u.
Let F¯ be the set of facilities of local and G that are not in 1-1 isolated regions.
Lemma 5.1. |pG| ď |G1| ` c2ε3.5|F¯ |, where c2 is the constant in the definition of r-division.
Proof. Consider the r-division. Each 1-1 isolated region results in a connected component of size 2
in G1VorpFq and so no boundary vertices arise from such connected components. By the definition of
r-division, the sum over regions of boundary vertices is at most c2 ¨ |n¯0|{r1{2, where n¯0 is the total
number of elements of G1 and L that are not in 1-1 isolated regions. Since r “ 1{ε7, we have that
|pG| ď |G1| ` c2 ¨ ε4|F¯ |.
Lemma 5.2. |pG| ď k.
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, we have that |G1| ď k ´ ε3k¯{12. By Lemma 5.1 we thus have
|pG| ď |G1| ` c2ε3.5k¯ ď k ´ ε3k¯{12` c2ε3.5k¯ ď k,
for ε small enough.
Throughout the rest of the proof, we will bound the cost of L by the cost of G˚. We now slightly
abuse notations in the following way : each facility ` of L that belongs to an isolated region and
that is a boundary vertex is now in G˚. We say that this facility is isolated.
The following lemma first appears in [22].
Lemma 5.3 (Balanced Partitioning). Let S “ tS1, ..., Spu and tA,Bu be partitions of some ground
set. Suppose |A| ě |B| and, for “ 1, . . . , p, 1{p2ε2q ď |Si| ď 1{ε2.
There exists a partition that is a coarsening of S satisfying the two following properties. For
any part C of the coarser partition,
• Small Cardinality: C is the union of Op1{ε5q parts of S.
• Balanced: |C XA| ě |C XB|.
We now apply Lemma 5.3 to the partition xR1,xR2, . . . with A “ tpv,Rq P Ω : v P Lu and
B “ pG. We refer to the parts of the resulting coarse partition as super-regions. Each super-region
R naturally corresponds to a subgraph of G1VorpFq, the subgraph induced by tv : pv,Rq P Ru, and
we sometimes use R to refer to this subgraph.
For a super-region R, let LpRq (resp. G˚pRq) be the set of facilities of L (resp. G˚) in the
super-region R, i.e.: the set t` | ` P L and p`, Rq P Ωu (resp. tf | f P G˚ and pf,Rq P Ωu). We
consider the mixed solution
MR “ pL´ LpRqq Y G˚pRq.
Lemma 5.4. |MR ´ L| ` |L´MR| “ Op1{ε12q and |MR| ď k.
Proof. Each region of the r-division contains at most c1{ε7 facilities where c1 is the constant in the
definition of r-divisions. By Lemma 5.3, each super-region is the union of Op1{ε5q regions
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We now define gc to be the cost of client c in solution G˚ and lc to be the cost of client c in solution
L. For any client c P VGpf0q ´ VLpL0q for some isolated region pf0,L0q, define ReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq as
the cost of assigning c to the facility of L0 that is the closest to f0. We let ε1 be a positive constant
that will be chosen later.
Lemma 5.5. Consider an isolated region pf0,L0q.ÿ
cPVGpf0q´VLpL0q
ReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq ď p1` ε1qp
ÿ
cPVGpf0q´VLpL0q
gc ` 2
pp1` ε1qpε´p1 ε
1´ ε
ÿ
cPVGpf0q
pgc ` lcq,
Proof. Consider a client c P VGpf0q´VLpL0q, and let ` denote the facility of L that is the closest to f0.
By Lemma 3.1, distpc, `qp ď p1` ε1qppdistpc, f0qp` ε´p1 distp`, f0qpq “ p1` ε1qppgc` ε´p1 distp`, f0qpq.
Summing over c P VGpf0q ´ VLpL0q,ÿ
cPVGpf0q´VLpL0q
ReassignL ÞÑG˚pcq ď p1`ε1qp
ÿ
cPVGpf0q´VLpL0q
gc`p1`ε1qpε´p1 |VGpf0q´VLpL0q|distp`, f0qp.
To upper bound distp`, f0qp, we use an averaging argument. For each client c1 P VLp`q X VGpf0q, let
Lpcq be the facility of L0 that serves it in L. By Lemma 3.1 we have distp`, f0qp ď 2ppdistp`, c1qp `
distpc1, f0qpq ď 2ppdistpLpcq, c1qp ` distpc1, f0qpq “ 2pplc1 ` gc1q, thus
distp`, f0qp ď 2
p
|VLp`q X VGpf0q|
ÿ
cPVLp`qXVGpf0q
plc ` gcq.
Substituting, we have that
ř
cPVGpf0q´VLpL0q
ReassignL ÞÑG˚pcq is at most
p1` ε1qp
ÿ
cPVGpf0q´VLpL0q
gc ` 2pp1` ε1qpε´p1
|VGpf0q ´ VLpL0q|
|VLp`q X VGpf0q|
ÿ
cPVLp`qXVGpf0q
plc ` gcq.
By definition of isolated regions, VGpf0q´VLpL0q ď ε|VGpf0q| and |VGpf0q´VLpL0q| ě p1´εq|VGpf0q|,
so the ratio is at most ε{p1´ εq. Summing over ` P L0 proves the Lemma.
Similarly, for any client c P VLpL0q´VGpf0q for some isolated region pf0,L0q, define ReassignLÞÑG˚
as the cost of assigning c to f0.
Lemma 5.6. Consider an isolated region pf0,L0q.ÿ
cPVLpL0q´VGpf0q
ReassignL ÞÑG˚pcq ď p1` ε1qp
ÿ
cPVLpL0q´VGpf0q
lc ` 2
pp1` ε1qpε´p1 ε
1´ ε
ÿ
cPVGpf0q
pgc ` lcq.
Proof. Consider a client c P VLpL0q ´ VGpf0q, and let ` denote the facility serving it in L. By
Lemma 3.1, distpc, f0qp ď p1 ` ε1qppdistpc, `qp ` ε´p1 distp`, f0qpq “ p1 ` ε1qpp`c ` ε´p1 distp`, f0qpq.
Summing over c P VLp`q ´ VGpf0q,
ÿ
cPVLp`q´VGpf0q
ReassignL ÞÑG˚pcq ď p1` ε1qp
¨˝ ÿ
cPVLp`q´VGpf0q
lc ` ε´p1 |VLp`q ´ VGpf0q|distp`, f0qp‚˛.
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To upper bound distp`, f0q, we use an averaging argument. For each client c1 P VLp`q X VGpf0q, by
Lemma 3.1 we have distp`, f0qp ď 2ppdistp`, c1qp ` distpc1, f0qpq “ 2pplc1 ` gc1q, thus
distp`, f0qp ď 2
p
|VLp`q X VGpf0q|
ÿ
cPVLp`qXVGpf0q
plc ` gcq.
Substituting,
ÿ
cPVLp`q´VGpf0q
ReassignL ÞÑG˚pcq ď p1`ε1qp
¨˝ ÿ
cPVLp`q´VGpf0q
lc ` 2
pε´p1 |VLp`q ´ VGpf0q|
|VLp`q X VGpf0q|
ÿ
cPVLp`qXVGpf0q
plc ` gcq‚˛.
By definition of isolated regions, |VLp`q ´ VGpf0q| ď ε|VLp`q| and |VLp`q X VGpf0q| ě p1´ εq|VLp`q|,
so the ratio is at most ε{p1´ εq. Summing over ` P L0 proves the Lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Consider an isolated region pf,L0q. Let ` be a facility of L0. For any super-region
R, MR contains f or a facility that is at distance at most distp`, fq from f .
Proof. Since ` and f belong to the same isolated region pf,L0q and ` P L0, they belong to the same
connected component of G1VorpFq. Now consider a super-region R which does not contain `. Then
` P LpRq. Thus, either f P R or by Lemma 3.8, a boundary element `1 P R of the r-division is on
the path from ` to f and distp`1, fq ď distp`, fq. Thus, `1 PMR, proving the lemma.
For a client c and a super-region R, we define mRpcq to be the cost of c in the mixed solution
MR. Moreover, for each client c, we consider the facilities v and w that serve this client in solution
L and G˚ respectively. We define lpcq to be an arbitrary pair pv,Rq P Ω and g˚pcq to be an arbitrary
pair pw,Rq P Ω. We slightly abuse notation and say that pv,Rq is isolated if v belongs to one of
the isolated regions.
Lemma 5.8. Let c be a good client and R a super-region. The value of mRpcq ´ lc is less than or
equal to: #
gc ´ lc if g˚pcq P R
0 otherwise
Proof. Observe that if g˚pcq P R, then mRpcq ď gc and the first case holds. Now, for any super-
region R S lpcq, g˚pcq, MR contains the facility serving client c in local. Thus its cost is at most
lc and the second case holds. Finally, assume that R contains lpcq and does not contain g˚pcq. If
cˆ belongs to R, then by the separation property of the r-division (see Lemmas 3.8, 3.9), g˚pcq P R
and mRpcq ď gc. Otherwise, cˆ R R, and so, by the separation property there must be a boundary
vertex of R that is closer to c than the facility that serves it in L. Therefore, we have mRpcq ď lc
and the second case holds.
We now turn to the bad clients.
Lemma 5.9. Let c be a bad client and R a super-region. The value of mRpcq ´ lc is less than or
equal to: $’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
gc ´ lc if `pcq P R and g˚pcq P R
ReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq ´ lc if `pcq P R and g˚pcq R R and g˚pcq is isolated
gc ´ lc if `pcq R R and g˚pcq P R and g˚pcq is not isolated
ReassignLÞÑG˚pcq ´ lc if `pcq P R and g˚pcq R R and g˚pcq is not isolated
0 otherwise.
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Proof. Observe that the super-regions form a partition of the lpcq and g˚pcq. Let Rp`pcqq be the
region that contains `pcq and Rpg˚pcqq be the region that contains g˚pcq. If Rp`pcqq “ Rpg˚pcqq
then, the facility serving c in G˚ is in MRp`pcqq, hence mRp`pcqqpcq ď gc. Moreover for any other
region R1 ‰ Rp`pcqq, we have `pcq R R1 and so the facility serving c in L is in MR1 . Therefore
mR1pcq ď lc.
Thus, we consider c such that Rp`pcqq ‰ Rpg˚pcqq. Since c is bad, we have that `pcq or g˚pcq is
isolated. Consider the case where g˚pcq is isolated. The cost of c in solutionMRp`pcqq is, by Lemma
5.7, at most ReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq satisfying the lemma. Now, for any other region R1 ‰ Rpg˚pcqq,
again we have `pcq R R1 and so the facilitiy serving c in L is in MR1 . Therefore, mR1pcq ď lc.
Therefore, we consider the case where c is such that Rp`pcqq ‰ Rpg˚pcqq and such that g˚pcq is
not isolated. Since c is bad, `pcq is isolated. Thence, by Lemma 5.7, the cost in solution MRp`pcqq
is at most ReassignL ÞÑG˚pcq, satisfying the Lemma. Moreover, in solution Rpg˚pcqq, the cost is at
most gc. Finally, for any other region R1 ‰ Rp`pcqq,Rpg˚pcqq, `pcq R R1 and so the facilitiy serving
c in L is in MR1 . Therefore, mR1pcq ď lc, concluding the proof of the lemma.
We now partition the clients into three sets, Λ1,Λ2,Λ3. Let Λ1 be the set of clients such that
there exists a super-region R such that `pcq P R and g˚pcq R R and g˚pcq is not isolated. Let Λ2
be the set of clients such that there exists a super-region R such that `pcq P R and g˚pcq R R and
g˚pcq is isolated. Finally let Λ3 be the remaining clients : Λ3 “ C´Λ1´Λ2. The following corollary
follows directly from combining Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9 and by observing that the super-regions form
a partition of the lpcq and g˚pcq, and by the definition of Λ1,Λ2,Λ3.
Corollary 4. For any client c, we have that
ÿ
R
pmRpcq ´ lcq ď
$’&’%
ReassignL ÞÑG˚ ` gc ´ 2lc if c P Λ1
ReassignG˚ ÞÑL ´ lc if c P Λ2
gc ´ lc if c P Λ3
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By Lemma 5.4, for any super-region R the solution MR is in the local
neighborhood of L. By local optimality, we have
p1´ ε{nq
ÿ
c
lc ď
ÿ
c
mRpcq.
Hence,
´ ε
n
costpLq ď
ÿ
c
pmRpcq ´ lcq.
Observe that the number of regions is at most k ď n. Thus, summing over all regions we have
´εcostpLq ď
ÿ
R
ÿ
c
pmRpcq ´ lcq.
Inverting summations and applying Corollary 4, we obtain
´εcostpLq ď
ÿ
cPΛ1
pReassignLÞÑG˚pcq ` gc ´ 2lcq `
ÿ
cPΛ2
pReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq ´ lcq `
ÿ
cPΛ3
pgc ´ lcq.
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By definition of Λ1 and since each client in Λ1 is bad, applying Lemma 5.6 yields
´εcostpLq ď
ÿ
cPΛ1
pgc ` pp1` ε1qp ´ 2qlcq `
ÿ
cPΛ2
pReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq ´ lcq
`
ÿ
cPΛ3
pgc ´ lcq ` p1` ε1q
pε´p1 2pε
1´ ε pcostpLq ` costpG
˚qq.
Hence, for ε small enough with respect to p and ε1, we have
´εcostpLq ď
ÿ
cPΛ1
pgc ´ p1´ εqlcq `
ÿ
cPΛ2
pReassignG˚ ÞÑLpcq ´ lcq
`
ÿ
cPΛ3
pgc ´ lcq ` p1` ε1q
pε´p1 2pε
1´ ε pcostpLq ` costpG
˚qq.
Now, by definition of Λ2 and since each client in Λ2 is bad, applying Lemma 5.5 gives
´εcostpLq ď
ÿ
cPΛ1
pgc ´ p1´ εqlcq `
ÿ
cPΛ2
pp1` ε1qpgc ´ lcq
`
ÿ
cPΛ3
pgc ´ lcq ` 2
p`1p1` ε1qpε´p1 ε
1´ ε pcostpLq ` costpG
˚qq
Thus,
´εcostpLq ď
ÿ
c
pp1` ε1qpgc ´ p1´ εqlcq ` 2
p`1p1` ε1qpε´p1 ε
1´ ε pcostpLq ` costpG
˚qq
ď p1` ε1qpp1` 2
p`1ε´p1 ε
1´ ε qpcostpG
˚q ´ costpLqq,
since Λ1,Λ2,Λ3 is a partition of the clients. Therefore, assuming ε is small enough with respect to
p and ε1, there exists a constant c1 such that
p1´ c1 2ε
1´ ε ´ εqcostpLq ď p1` c1
2ε
1´ εqcostpG
˚q
p1´ c1 2ε
1´ ε ´ εqcostpLq ď p1` c1
2ε
1´ εqp1` εqcostpGq ` c1εcostpLq
Now, observe that costpG˚q ď costpG1q since G1 Ď G˚. By Theorem 2.2, costpG1q ď p1`c1εqcostpGq`
c1εcostpLq. Combining concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2
6 Clusters in Euclidean space : Proof of Theorem 1.1
The proof is similar for Rd. We explain how to modify the beginning of the proof of the graph
case, the rest of the proof applies directly. We let C1 denote the set of clients that do not belong
to the symetric difference of VLpL0q and VGpf0q of any isolated region pL0, f0q. We call them good
clients; the others are bad clients. Again, we define a solution G1 by applying Theorem 2.2 to G.
Let F “ LY G1. We now consider each isolated region pL0, f0q, with |L0| ą 1{ε7d´ 1, and proceed
to an r-division of L0 Y tf0u with r “ 1{ε7d. Moreover, for the remaining facilities F of that are
not in any isolated region, we proceed to an r-division of those points with r “ 1{ε7d. We denote
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by R1, R2 . . . the subset of all the regions defined by the above r-divisions. Let Z denote the set of
boundary elements of all the r-divisions. Define G˚ “ G1 Y Z.
The point sets of regions are not disjoint since points of Z appear in various regions. Thus, we
again define a ground set Ω “ tpv,Rq : v a point of F , R a region containing vu, and, for each
region R, we define pR “ tpv,Rq : v a point of Ru. Now xR1,xR2, . . . form a partition of Ω. To
allow us to go from an element of Ω back to a point, if x “ pv,Rq we define qx “ v. Finally, definepG “ tpv,Rq P Ω : v P G˚u.
We now branch with the rest of the proof of Theorem 1.2, starting from Lemma 5.1.
7 Reducing the number of clusters : Proof of Theorem 2.2
We recall the statement of Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.2. Let ε ă 1{2 be a positive constant and L and G be two solutions for the k-clustering
problem with exponent p. Let k¯ denote the number of facilities f of G that are not in a 1-1 isolated
region. There exists a set S0 of facilities of G of size at least ε3k¯{6 that can be removed from G at
low cost: costpG ´ S0q ď p1` 23p`1εqcostpGq ` 23p`1εcostpLq.
Let ε ă 1{2 be a positive constant and L and G be two solutions for the k-clustering problem
with exponent p. Observe that since ε ă 1{2, each facility of L belongs to at most one isolated
region. Let G˜ denote the facilities of G that are not in an isolated region.Theorem 2.2 relies on the
following lemma, whose proof we momentarily defer.
Lemma 7.1. There exists a function φ : G˜ ÞÑ G such that reassigning all the clients of VGpfq to
φpfq for every facility f P G˜ increases the cost of G by at most 23p`1ε´2pcostpLq ` costpGqq.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Consider the abstract graph H where the nodes are the elements of G and
there is a directed arc from f to φpfq. More formally, H “ pG, txf, φpfqy | f P G˜uq. Notice that
every node of H has outdegree at most 1. Thus, there exists a coloring of the nodes of H with
three colors, such that all arcs are dichromatic. Let S denote the color set with the largest number
of nodes of G˜. We have that S contains at least |G˜|{3 nodes of G˜.
Arbitrarily partition S into 1{ε3 parts, each of cardinality at least ε3|G˜|{3. By Lemma 7.1 and
an averaging argument, there exists a part S0 such that reassigning each facility f P S0 to φpfq
increases the cost by at most
23p`1ε´2
ε´3 pcostpLq ` costpGqq “ 2
3p`1εpcostpLq ` costpGqq.
Since the arcs of H are dichromatic, if f P S0 then φpfq R S0. Consider the solution G ´ S0.
Client that belong to VGpfq for some f P S0 can be assigned in G´S0 to a facility that is no farther
than φpfq. Therefore, the cost of the solution G´S0 is at most costpGq`23p`1ε ¨pcostpLq`costpGqq.
We now relate |G˜| to k¯. Let kpLq1 be the number of facilities of L that belong to an isolated region
that is not 1-1 isolated. Let kpGq1 be the number of facilities of G that belong to an isolated region
that is not 1-1 isolated. Finally, let kpGq2 “ |G˜|. By definition, we have kpGq1`kpGq2 “ k¯ ě kpLq1.
Now, observe that there are at least two facilities of L per isolated region that is not 1-1 isolated.
Thus, 2kpGq1 ď kpLq1. Hence, k¯ “ kpGq1 ` kpGq2 ď kpLq1{2 ` kpGq2. But for any kpGq2 ă kpGq1,
kpLq1{2`kpGq2 ă kpLq1 ď k¯. Therefore, we must have kpGq2 ě kpGq1, and so kpGq2 ě k¯{2. Thence
ε|G˜|{3 ě εk¯{6 and the theorem follows.
We now define gc to be the cost of client c in solution G˚ and lc to be the cost of client c in
solution L.
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Proof of Lemma 7.1. For each facility f P G˜, we define φpfq “ argmintdistpf, f 1q | f 1 P G ´ tfuu.
Instead of analyzing the cost increase when reassigning clients of VGpfq to φpfq we will analyze the
cost increase of the following fractional assignment. First for a facility f P G, we denote by Lˆpfq
the set
Lˆpfq “ t` P L | 1 ď |VGpfq X VLp`q| ă p1´ εq|VLp`q|u. (5)
By definition of isolated regions (Definition 2.1), for any f P G˜ we haveÿ
`PLˆpfq
|VLp`q X VGpfq| ą ε|VGpfq|. (6)
Thus, we partition the clients in VGpfq into parts indexed by ` P Lˆpfq, in a such a way that the part
associated to ` has size at most ε´1|VGpfq X VLp`q|. For any ` P Lˆpfq, the clients in the associated
part are reassigned to the facility ψp`, fq P G ´ tfu that is the closest to `.
We now bound the cost increase ∆ induced by the reassignment. For each client c P VGpfq as-
signed to a part associated to a facility `, the new cost for c is cost1c “ distpc, ψp`, fqqp. By the trian-
gular inequality and Lemma 3.1, cost1c ď 2ppdistpc, fqp`distpf, ψp`, fqqpq “ 2ppgc`distpf, ψp`, fqqpq.
Summing over all clients, we have that the new cost is at mostÿ
c
2pgc `
ÿ
fPG˜
ÿ
`PLˆpfq
ε´1|VGpfq X VLp`q|2pdistpf, ψp`, fqqp.
Let ∆ “ řfPG˜ř`PLˆpfq ε´1|VGpfq X VLp`q|2pdistpf, ψp`, fqqp. By Lemma 3.1, we have
∆ ď
ÿ
fPG˜
ÿ
`PLˆpfq
ε´1|VGpfq X VLp`q|4ppdistpf, `qp ` distp`, ψp`, fqqpq.
Inverting summations,
∆ ď 4pε´1
¨˝ÿ
`PL
ÿ
fPG˜:`PLˆpfq
|VGpfq X VLp`q|distpf, `qp `
ÿ
`PL
ÿ
fPG˜:`PLˆpfq
|VGpfq X VLp`q|distp`, ψp`, fqqp‚˛.
Define ∆1 “ ř`PLřfPG˜:`PLˆpfq |VGpfq X VLp`q|distpf, `qp and ∆2 “ ř`PLřfPG˜:`PLˆpfq |VGpfq X
VLp`q|distp`, ψp`, fqqp.
We first bound ∆1. By Lemma 3.1, we have that distpf, `qp ď 2ppdistpf, cqp ` distp`, cqpq “
2ppgc ` lcq for any client c P VGpfq X VLp`q. Therefore,
∆1 ď ε´1
ÿ
`PL
ÿ
fPG˜ : `PLˆpfq
|VGpfq X VLp`q| 2
p
|VGpfq X VLp`q|
ÿ
cPVGpfqXVLp`q
pgc ` lcq
ď 2pε´1
ÿ
`PL
ÿ
fPG˜ : `PLˆpfq
ÿ
cPVGpfqXVLp`q
pgc ` lcq ď 2pε´1pcostpGq ` costpLqq.
We now turn to bound the cost of ∆2. Let f
`
min be the facility of G that is the closest to `. Let
∆3 “ ε´1
ÿ
`PL
ÿ
f‰f`min:`PLˆpfq
|VGpfq X VLp`q|distp`, ψp`, fqqp
∆4 “ ε´1
ÿ
`PL
|VGpf `minq X VLp`q|distp`, ψp`, f `minqqp.
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For any client c P VGpfqXVLp`q, by Lemma 3.1, distp`, ψp`, fqqp, for f ‰ f `min yields distp`, ψp`, fqqp ď
2ppdistp`, cqp ` distpc, ψp`, fqqpq ď 2ppdistp`, cqp ` distpc, fqpq “ 2pplc ` gcq. Thus,
∆3 ď ε´1
ÿ
`PL
ÿ
f‰f`min:`PLˆpfq
2p|VGpfq X VLp`q|
|VGpfq X VLp`q|
ÿ
cPVGpfqXVLp`q
plc ` gcq ď 2pε´1pcostpGq ` costpLqq.
We conclude by analyzing ∆4. Observe that if ` R Lˆpf `minq then we are done : the clients in
VGpf `minq are not reassigned through `. Thus we assume ` P Lˆpf `minq. We now apply Lemma 3.1 to
distp`, ψp`, f `minqqp, for any client c P VLp`q ´ VGpf `minq we have distp`, ψp`, f `minqqp ď 2ppdistp`, cqp`
distpc, ψp`, f `minqqpq ď 2pplc ` gcq, since ψp`, f `minq is the facility of G that is the second closest to `.
Replacing we have,
∆4 ď ε´1
ÿ
`PL
2p|VGpf `minq X VLp`q|
|VLp`q ´ VGpf `minq|
ÿ
cPVLp`q´VGpf`minq
plc ` gcq
Now, since ` P Lˆpf `minq, we have that |VGpf `minq X VLp`q|{|VLp`q ´ VGpf `minq| ď p1´ εq{ε. Therefore,
∆4 ď 2pp1´ εqε´2
ÿ
cPVLp`q´VGpf`minq
plc ` gcq.
Putting ∆1,∆2,∆3,∆4 together we obtain that the total cost increase induced by the reassignment
is at most 23p`1pcostpGq ` costpLqq{ε2.
8 Postponed proofs
8.1 Proof of existence of weak r-divisions in Euclidean space
Proof. We describe a recursive procedure to construct the set Z in the definition of weak r-division
of C. Assuming that |C| ą r, find a sphere S and a set Z0 satisfying Theorem 3.6. Let Z1 be the
result of applying the procedure to the union of Z0 with the set of points inside C, and similarly
obtain Z2 from the set of points outside C. Return Z0 Y Z1 Y Z2.
It is clear that the set Z together with its induced partition R of C returned by the procedure
satisfies all the properties of a weak r-division except for Property 4, which requires some calcula-
tion. Let bpnq “ řRPR |R X Z| when the procedure is applied to a set C of size at most n, where
n ą p1´ σqr. If n ď r then bpnq “ 0, and if n ą r then
bpnq ď cn1´1{d ` max
αPr1´σ,σs
fpαn` cn1´1{dq ` fpp1´ αqn` cn1´1{dq.
We show by induction that bpnq ď β n
r1{d ´γn1´1{d for suitable constants β, γ ą 0 to be determined.
We postpone the basis of the induction until β, γ are selected.
By the inductive hypothesis,
bpαn` cn1´1{dq ď β αn
r1{d
` β cn
1´1{d
r1{d
´ γα1´1{dn1´1{d
bpp1´ αqn` cn1´1{dq ď β p1´ αqn
r1{d
` β cn
1´1{d
r1{d
´ γp1´ αq1´1{dn1´1{d
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so
bpnq ď
ˆ
c` 2c
r1{d
˙
n1´1{d ` β n
r1{d
´ γ
”
α1´1{d ` p1´ αq1´1{d
ı
n1´1{d (7)
The function fpxq “ x1´1{d ` p1 ´ xq1´1{d is strictly concave for x P r0, 1s, as can be seen by
taking its second derivative. For any α P r1 ´ σ, σs, there exists a number 0 ă µ ă 1 such that
α “ p1 ´ µqp1 ´ σq ` µσ. By concavity, therefore, fpαq ě p1 ´ µqfp1 ´ σq ` µfpσq. Since a
weighted average is at least the minimum, p1´ µqfp1´ σq ` µfpσq ě mintfp1´ σq, fpσqu. Write
fp1´σq “ fpσq “ 1` δ. Since f is strictly concave, δ ą 0. We choose γ “ pc` 2c{r1{dq{δ, for then
the first term in Inequality 7 is bounded by γδn1´1{d, and we obtain bpnq ď β n
r1{d ´ γn1´1{d.
For the basis of the induction, suppose n ą p1´ σqr. Then
β
n
r1{d
´ γn1´1{d “
˜
β
n1{d
r1{d
´ γ
¸
n1´1{d ě
˜
β
p1´ σq1{dr1{d
r1{d
´ γ
¸
“
´
βp1´ σq1{d ´ γ
¯
which is nonnegative for an appropriate choice of β depending on σ and γ.
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